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Sedipeh Jodeyri, poet and translator from Iran, ICORN’s guest writer in Chiusi (Italy) from 
2011 to 2013. 
 
 
ITV original : 07/02/2017 
 
 
1) Why did you have to leave your country? 

 
In the aftermath of the highly contested 2009 presidential election in Iran, which resulted in 
the re-election of President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (2009-2013), I spoke publicly in support 
of the pro-democracy movement (known as Iranian Green Movement). Shortly after, my 
works were banned inside Iran, my close friends were put in prison, forcing me to leave the 
country and move to Italy in February 2011. I stayed two years in Italy as the guest writer of 
ICORN. 
 
2) What were your activities in the ICORN city that received you in 2011? 
 
I could manage to finish writing of my 4th book of poetry during those two years as well as to 
take part in a few literary events in Europe as poet and lecturer. 
 
3) What represents the importance of ICORN for you? 

 
Actually, I can say that it saved me and my writer/journalist husband from future 
imprisonment in Iran because of our activities as opposition.  
 
4) What are you doing now after the ICORN’s residence? 
 
After those two years, we moved to Prague, Czech Republic because my husband were 
employed in Radio Free Europe/ Radio Liberty based in Prague. We stayed in Prague for 
four years and I wrote two more books there and translated a graphic novel and took part in 
more literary events around Europe and Canada, and just a few weeks ago, we moved to 
Washington DC, U.S.  
 
Biography 
 

Poet, translator  

Jodeyri's first book, Dream of the Amphibious Girl, a collection of poems, was published in 
2000, followed by Logical, a collection of short stories, in 2001. In 2006 she published The 
Raven, a selection of Edgar Allan Poe's poems translated into Persian. Jodeyri's second 
collection of poems, Some pink inclined to my blood, was published in 2007, and she has 
written another collection of poems which has been banned from publication in Iran. 

Her poetry has been translated into English, Swedish and Dutch. In March 2008 she 
founded Khorshid, the Iranian Women's Poetry Prize. She is also a member of the (now 
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banned) Association of Iranian Journalists and has published literary articles in several 
Iranian journals and newspapers, including Etemad e Melli, Yas e no and the Sarve website. 

Jodeyri arrived in Chiusi with her husband, Ehsan Abeydi, a fellow journalist, poet, and 
literary critic, in 2011. 

 

	


